Why the voting machines failed in Mercer County
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On Election Day, November 8, 2022, every voting machine in every polling place in Mercer County, New Jersey failed to work. Voters in each precinct filled in the ovals in their preprinted optical-scan paper ballots, but the voting machines couldn't read them. So voters were instructed to put their ballots into “slot 3” of the voting machines, that is, directly into the ballot box. The Mercer County Board of Elections collected the ballots at the close of the polls on election night, using their usual chain-of-custody procedures. Then they counted those ballots using the county's central-count optical-scan voting machines, which are normally used for mail-in ballots. This took two or three days. All the votes got counted – but it's still an embarrassing screw-up that deserves scrutiny.

Between 2002 and 2018, Mercer County used paperless full-face touchscreen voting machines. That was an untrustworthy technology–if the computer miscounted the votes because of hacking or malfunction, there were no paper ballots that could be recounted, and we'd never know. So I was glad to see those machines go, and glad to see them replaced by hand-marked optical-scan paper ballots, counted by precinct-count optical scanners. This is the most securable technology I know of. And that method of vote-counting is robust, meaning even if the voting machines fail to operate, voters can deposit their ballots in a ballot box for counting later. That's how all the votes got counted in the November 22 election. Still, we don't expect every voting machine in the whole county to fail at once! So what happened exactly?

Optical scan voting machines are “told” what candidates are on the ballot using a Ballot Definition File. It is a computer file that “defines” how to count the marks on the ballot—a mark at this position is for candidate Smith, and a mark at that position is for Jones. Meanwhile, the printing contractor prints all the optical-scan ballots that the voters will mark. The layout of candidates on the preprinted ballot must match the Ballot Definition File. If the ballot does not match what the voting machine is expecting, either the ballot cannot be read (what happened in Mercer County); or the ballot could be read incorrectly (what happened in Antrim County, Michigan in 2020).

In Mercer County, New Jersey, because of an error in preparing the Ballot Definition Files, the printed ballots did not match the ballot definition file, and the ballots could not be read. Here is the detailed explanation:

In order that the County Clerk can report precinct-by-precinct totals, New Jersey ballots are labeled with a precinct-number; and each vote-by-mail ballot, each provisional ballot, each early-voting ballot, each regular election-day ballot is labeled with a distinct precinct number. In Mercer County, all these ballots are printed in advance of the election, except the early-voting ballots which are produced on-demand by ballot-marking devices.
The County Clerk is responsible for ballot printing, which she contracts out to private companies such as Royal Printing Services; and voting-machine “programming” is contracted to Dominion Voting Systems. The vote-counting program in the voting machines does not change from election to election, but for each election a “ballot definition file” is prepared that tells the vote-counting program what candidates are on the ballot, in each ballot style.

In September 2022 the County Clerk sent to Royal Printing Services the list of candidates on the ballot (in each town) for the November election. Royal created all the ballot layouts; then sent the ballot styles for approval by the County Clerk, as follows:

- Ballot styles 1-243: vote-by-mail ballot definitions for each precinct
- Ballot styles 244-486: early voting ballot definitions for each precinct
- Ballot styles 487-729: provisional ballot definitions for each precinct
- Ballot styles 730-972: election-day polling-place ballot definitions for each precinct.

This file was sent on October 5 to Dominion, to the County Clerk, and to the Superintendent of Elections. On each ballot, the “ballot ID” (a number between 1 and 975) is printed at the bottom of the page, in plain text and as a barcode that the voting machines can read. Later that morning, employees at Dominion started to encode this file of ballot styles into the Ballot Definition Files that the Dominion voting machines could accept.

The County Clerk did not approve this set of ballot styles but asked to have a phone call with Royal and Dominion that same day. In the call she pointed out that it was not necessary to print 243 different forms of provisional ballot, it would suffice to have one style of provisional ballot for each of the 18 different layouts (4 Trenton wards + 11 towns + Spanish-language ballots in 3 of those towns), and doing it this way would save money for the county. This occurred during a conference call mid-day on October 5th, with the County Clerk, Dominion, and Royal. In that call it was agreed that Royal would produce a new set of ballot styles. In an e-mail on the afternoon of October 5th, Dominion was formally notified of this change, and Dominion acknowledged by e-mail that they had received the change.

Royal Printing’s new file of ballot styles looked like this:

- Ballot styles 1-243: vote-by-mail ballot definitions for each precinct
- Ballot styles 244-486: early voting ballot definitions
Ballot styles 487-504: provisional ballot definitions for each town

Ballot styles 505-747: election-day polling-place ballot definitions for each precinct.

For example, an East Windsor precinct #1 election-day ballot that was numbered 730 in the old list was numbered 505 in the new list.

The Dominion employee who was tasked with updating the Ballot Definition Files redid the coding of all the provisional ballots. Unfortunately this employee failed to understand that all the election-day ballots would have new numbers as well. So in Dominion's files, the voting machines were still programmed to interpret number 730 as East Windsor precinct 1 - but the ballots printed by Royal Printing for East Windsor #1 had Ballot ID 505 printed at the bottom.

**Logic and Accuracy Testing.** Before each election, it is routine for an election official to perform “logic and accuracy testing” (LAT), to make sure the voting machines are correctly counting the votes. The Mercer County Superintendent of Elections performed LAT between October 21 and 24, by feeding a “deck” of about 5000 optical-scan paper ballots through the voting machines. This test deck was created by Dominion and printed by Royal, with votes already marked (ovals filled in). The test deck covered all the contests in all the ballot styles for regular election-day ballots.

Dominion created the LAT test deck based on their own list of ballot styles: ballot IDs 730-972. This matched what the voting machines expected, and the LAT test “passed.” In hindsight, it’s clear that a more reliable test would use the actual preprinted optical-scan ballots that Royal was preparing for the real election.

Royal Printing Services delivered to Mercer County, 243 styles of preprinted vote-by-mail ballots (ballot IDs 1-243), as well as packets of pre-printed provisional ballots (ballot IDs 487-504), and 243 batches of pre-printed *regular Election-Day* ballots (ballot IDs 505-747). Those ballots were then delivered in November to the polling places, along with the precinct-count optical-scan voting machines.

On Election Day, in each and every precinct, the preprinted ballots had a different ballot ID number than the voting machine expected: #505 instead of #730, #506 instead of #731, and so on. The only people eligible to vote in an election-day polling place are the voters registered *in that precinct*, so the voting machines rejected the ballots.

Soon after the polls opened at 6am there were urgent calls from poll workers to the Superintendent and the County Clerk, who consulted with Royal Printing and with Dominion and pretty soon figured out what had happened. Poll workers throughout the county were instructed to have voters mark their *regular Election-Day ballots* (*not provisional ballots*), and deposit those in the voting machine's ballot boxes for counting later. The Board of Elections owns high-speed central-count optical-scan voting machines, normally used for counting just the mail-in ballots. In order to use those same “central-count” machines to count the polling-place ballots (after the polls closed), the Superintendent and County Clerk reprogrammed the machines with the correct list of ballot-IDs.

**Missing ballots?** In a normal election, immediately upon the close of the polls all the paper ballots from each precinct are put into a red security bag with a tamper-evident seal. Then a County Board of Elections employee drives this bag to the Board of Elections office where the bag is put into the vault. The vault has two locks: to open it requires both a Republican and a Democratic member of the Board of Elections – *in principle*. And in addition, the flash drives with the electronic totals from the voting machines are put into a
blue security bag and transported to the town's municipal clerk; these are collected on
election night by the County Clerk from each town's municipal clerk.

The “chain of custody” of those paper ballots is very important. If there is ever a recount, it
is those paper ballots that will be counted. State law mandates that a random audit be
conducted on those paper ballots, as a partial check against hacks or errors in the voting
machines. And, as we learned, if the voting machines fail entirely, we can still count those
paper ballots. So it's very important that the paper ballots be safeguarded against
tampering, starting from when they are removed from the ballot boxes (voting machines)
at the close of the polls, all the way through the last time they are counted.

Unfortunately, Mercer County's chain-of-custody procedures are not perfect. In one
Robbinsville precinct, the red bag with paper ballots stayed overnight at the Robbinsville
clerk's office, so it was missing from the County Clerk's initial tally. The Mayor of
Robbinsville was very concerned about this, and justifiably so.

In three precincts in Princeton, the paper ballots were left inside the voting machines
overnight; the red bags delivered to the Board of Elections were empty. County election
officials retrieved those ballots from the voting machines the next morning.

Many of the red bags from precincts throughout the county arrived at the Board of
Elections office without their tamper-evident seals. I presume that imperfectly trained poll
workers forgot that step of the process, and simply put the ballots into the red bags
without sealing them. (We can wish for perfectly trained poll workers, but remember that
the Superintendent has to hire and train hundreds of people to work a single 14-hour day
for low pay – not so easy!) It is also possible to imagine that someone tampered with the
ballots in those bags.

Tamper-evident security seals are not perfectly secure: it can be possible to remove and
replace them without evidence of tampering. Given that some bags have forgotten
seals, and even the sealed bags can be vulnerable to tampering, the ballots should be
transported by teams of two Board of Elections employees instead of just one, and those
two should belong to different political parties. This would be a logistical hassle: whose
car would they use, and how would the other worker get back to her own car still parked at
the polling place? But these logistics can be sorted out. Chain of custody is compromised
when only one person is in charge of ballots.

In summary: although there is no concrete evidence of any tampering with the ballots, or
any permanently lost ballots, there are many imperfections in the chain of custody. Many
poll watchers who witnessed these problems were angry about the sloppy chain of
custody, and for good reason. This is something the Superintendent should improve.

Conclusion. This was an embarrassing failure of our county election system. Voters were
angry that the voting machines didn't work, and had an uncomfortable feeling depositing
the ballots in a slot where who-knows-what would happen to them. For over a decade I
have been advocating for preprinted hand-marked paper ballots, counted by precinct-
count optical scanners, so it was embarrassing for me too.

But I still advocate for preprinted hand-marked ballots, because all of the alternatives are
much, much worse: if a touchscreen ballot-marking device makes a mistake or is hacked,
you might never know that the vote totals are wrong. With preprinted hand-marked paper
ballots, even if there's intentional computer hacking, those hand-marked paper ballots can
be recounted. In Mercer County, the system worked. We had the paper ballots and we
counted them, so we can be confident our results reflect the will of the voters. Even with
these mistakes, this election was more secure and more trustworthy than previous elections that had no paper ballots.

Our election administrators have some work to do – and they know it – in improving communications with vendors, logic and accuracy testing, and chain of custody protocols. I feel confident that they’re on it.

[This article is based on presentations made to the Mercer County Board of Commissioners at a meeting on November 21, 2022 by the Mercer County Prosecutor, the County Clerk, the Superintendent of Elections, an officer of Royal Printing Services, a vice president of Dominion Voting Systems, and several Mercer County citizens who witnessed chain-of-custody issues.]
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Kevin Skoglund says:
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There have been several similar incidents in recent years, where data that needs to line up does not. I think it highlights the need to think of LAT as both unit testing and integration testing.

- Unit testing ensures that a single element is functioning as expected (e.g., a gear turns on an axle).
- Integration testing ensures that several elements function together as expected (e.g., several gears fit together).

You need both. Testing is difficult and doing it well is a skill. It would be great if private groups, govt. agencies, or vendors circulated best practices for LAT to help.
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Douglas W. Jones says:
December 1, 2022 at 11:18 am

The data flow described here, with Royal Printing Services assigning ballot style numbers and then sending material to Dominion to create the ballot definition files seems poorly thought out. A more robust scheme would begin with the ballot definition files which would then be used to create the PDFs (or equivalent) for ballot printing as well as to prepare the voting machines. This would eliminate opportunities for clerical errors that seem to be cooked into Mercer County’s system.

It’s worth noting that ballot definition files date back to the era of Votomatic punched-card voting and all the DRE voting machines as well. Clerical errors where the ballot definition file differs from the human-readable presentation of candidates and races have been an occasional problem all the way back to the 1960s.
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